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The Candy Cube beaded bead is woven in a 
simple, basic cube design that can be 
incorporated into a wide variety of finished 
jewelry. The Candy Cube beaded bead measures 
about 10 mm (0.4 in) in diameter, and can be 
woven in several different color patterns for 
different effects. Use them in a pair for easy 
earrings, in a bracelet, or in a handful for a sparkly necklace. 

Materials for one beaded bead:
• (4) 4 mm crystal bicone beads (A)
• (8) 4 mm crystal bicone beads (B)
• Fireline thread, 6 lb test

Tools:
• Beading Needle, size 11 or 12
• Scissors

Tips:
This project uses the basic right angle weave 
technique. If you are experiencing difficulty 
creating this design, please see the notes under 
“troubleshooting” at the end of this pattern.

Materials Notes:
A wide variety of beads can be used in this design, including round 
glass, crystal, or semiprecious stone beads. It also works with 
Miyuki drop seed beads and freshwater pearls. Check out the 
“Inspirations and Variations” section at the end of this pattern.

Materials Resources:
For a list of suppliers for the beads needed for this project, please 
visit www.beadorigami.com/patterns.html#MaterialsResources
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Notes on Illustrations:
Throughout this pattern, newly-added beads are marked with a letter, while beads passed 
through during a particular step are numbered. 

Instructions:
The Candy Cube beaded bead is woven in a 3D variation of right angle weave. To create this 
design, three of the six faces of the cube are woven flat. Then, the beaded bead is collected 
into a cube shape by the formation of the fourth face. Finally, last two faces are reinforced 
with thread, followed by reinforcement of the rest of the beaded bead.

Step 1: Cut and stretch a 2 ft length of thread. Pick up
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (A)
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (B)
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (A)
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (B)

Leave a 6 in. tail. 

Step 2: Pass through all the beads in the same direction to form a square. 
Pass through the first bead (labeled with a 1) one more time (see Figure 2).

Step 3: Pick up
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (B)
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (A)
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (B).

Step 4: Pass through the A, B, 
and A beads labeled 1-3 in 

Figure 4 to form a second 
square.

Step 5: Pick up
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (B)
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (A)
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (B).
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Step 6: Pass through the A, B, and A beads 
labeled 1-3 in Figure 6 to form the third square. 

Step 7: Pick up
• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (B)

Step 8: Loosely pass through the A bead on the 
other side of the beadwork, labeled with a 1 in 
Figure 8. Pick up

• (1) 4 mm bicone crystal (B)

Step 9: Pass through the A 
and B beads labeled 1-2 in 
Figure 9A. Gently pull the 
beadwork taut to gather 
the beadwork into the 
cube shape, 
completing the fourth 
square in the process. 
Figure 9B shows the 
beadwork after the 
beadwork has been pulled 
taut. The beads labeled 1 
and 2 are identical in both 
Figures 9A and 9B.

Step 10: To reinforce the fifth square of the beaded bead, turn the 
cube over by 90° so that one of the faces with only B beads is facing 
you, and the working thread is exiting though one of these B beads. See 
Figure 10. 
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Step 11: Pass through all four B beads on this face of the beaded 
bead to secure the fifth face of the cube. 

Step 12: In this step, you will need to pass 
through the beadwork to the bottom face of 
the beaded bead; this is the only other face 
with only B beads. To do this, pass down 
through the nearest A bead labeled with a 1 in 
Figures 12A and 12B, and through the adjacent 
B bead labeled with a 2. Flip the beadwork 

around by 180° so that this last face of the 
beaded bead is facing you, as is shown in Figure 

12B. 

Step 13: Repeat Step 11 to secure the sixth and final face of the beaded 
bead. 

Step 14: Reinforce the entire beaded bead by weaving back through the 
beadwork until it is sturdy, filling the holes with thread in the process. 
Tie a full-hitch knot before entering one of the crystal beads, pass 
through a few more beads, and trim the thread. Re-thread the tail 
thread, and repeat this process. Your Candy Cubes beaded bead is now 
complete!
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Color Variations
The Candy Cube beaded bead can be woven with three or four colors of beads, where 
symmetry is used to form an even color distribution on the finished beaded bead. The figures 
below show these beaded beads at Step 9, and are numbered in the order that the beads are 
added to the structure. 

3-Color Symmetry

The three-color 
Candy Cube 
beaded bead has 
two colors on 
each face, and 
three at each 
corner. The beads 
are distributed 
evenly so each 
bead is touching 
a bead of a 
different color.

4-Color Symmetry

The four-color 
Candy Cube 
beaded bead has 
four colors on 
each face, and 
three at each 
corner. The 
beads are 
distributed 
evenly so each 
bead is touching 
a bead of a 
different color.
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Troubleshooting
• Keep even tension throughout the beadwork. While weaving the beaded bead, keep the 
tension of the thread tight enough to pull the beadwork into a spherical shape, but not so 
tight that the edges of the crystals fray or cut the thread. 

• Watch the thread! In this project, it is easy to unintentionally wrap the working thread 
around part of the beadwork before proceeding to the next step in the project. At the end 
of each step and prior to continuing to the next step, check the path of the thread to make 
sure it is not wrapped around part of the beadwork. 

Variations and Inspirations

The Candy Cube beaded bead can be woven from a variety of different kinds of small beads 
besides crystals. The left and center beads above use 6° Japanese seed beads, while the 
right bead uses 3.4 mm Miyuki fringe drop seed beads. The drop seed beads tend to hide the 
thread at the corners of the Candy Cube very well. 

The Candy Cube beaded beads below were woven from two different shades of 4 mm round 
freshwater pearls.
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The Candy Cube beaded bead makes a quick and easy pair 
of earrings. The blue indigo hue of Swarovski crystal 
makes for an elegant pair that will go with just about any 
outfit. For a burst of sparkle, use crystals with the AB2X 
finish; the pair of earrings to the middle-right use the 
rose, tanzanite, and purple velvet shade of Swarovski 
crystal, all with this AB2X finish. Miyuki fringe drop seed 
beads also make for a whimsical pair of Candy Cube 
earrings. 

The bracelet below features Candy Cube beaded beads 
made from two different kinds of freshwater pearls for 
two different effects. The smaller grey 
beaded beads are woven from 3 mm round 
pearls for a very regular look, while the 
larger white beaded beads are woven from 
irregular, but very shiny, “keshi” pearls. 
Additional freshwater pearls and a sterling 
silver clasp complete the bracelet. 

Contact Information 
For questions or comments, 

please e-mail beadorigami@gmail.com
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The collection of Candy Cube beaded beads in 
this necklace were woven from Swarovski 
crystals, Czech fire polished glass beads, drop-
shaped freshwater pearls and two sizes of 
Miyuki drop beads. All of these beaded beads 
were collected into a pendant with a right 
angle weave bail, and strung on a beaded 
necklace which 
is also a 
variation on the 
right angle 
weave 
technique, 
illustrating just 
a few of the 
many 
components 
that can be 
created with 
this versatile 
stitch. 

The necklace to the right features a gorgeous 
focal lampwork bead by glass artisan Melissa Vess 
of melissabeads.etsy.com, which is complemented 
by two matching Double Pagoda Beaded Beads and 
over a dozen Candy Cube beaded beads, carefully 
made to match the colors in the focal. Please visit 
www.beadorigami.com for more information 
about the Double Pagoda beaded bead.
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Interested in More Patterns?
Please visit 

www.beadorigami.com

If you’re interested in more 
beading designs like these, please 
consider signing up for my mailing 

list at www.beadorigami.com/contact.html - 
Mailing list subscribers receive monthly updates on the latest and greatest Bead Origami 

patterns, kits, and workshops, as well as exclusive discount codes!
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Double Bubble Jacks 
Beaded Bead Bracelet

Disco Ball
Beaded Bead

Cubed Tilas
Beaded Bead

Lucky O Bracelet

Crystal Helix Beaded Earrings

Annular O Necklace
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